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Session 1: Word List
prime adj. main or most important; basic

synonym : excellent, exceptional, premium

(1) prime number, (2) deputy prime minister

After a thorough investigation, she has been named as the
prime suspect.

minister n. a person appointed to or a job of a head of a
government department

synonym : bishop, official, ambassador

(1) Minister for Education, (2) deputy prime minister

The minister occasionally preaches at this church.

assume v. to think or accept something to be true without having
proof of it; to take or begin to have power; to begin to
exhibit a specific quality or appearance

synonym : guess, presume, suppose

(1) assume a lousy attitude to his boss, (2) assume an
important role

The following example assumes that the capacity of each
battery is the same.
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reaction n. a response that reveals a person's feelings or attitude;
(in chemistry) a process in which one or more
substances are changed into others

synonym : response, reply, answer

(1) chemical reaction, (2) trigger a reaction

There was a chemical reaction of the lime with the
groundwater.

abide v. to accept or tolerate something or to act in accordance
with a rule, decision, recommendation, etc.; to remain in
a particular state or condition

synonym : reside, dwell, live

(1) abide by a contract, (2) abide in the same place

They must abide by the rules set by the governing body.

govern v. to legally control and direct a country, city, group of
people, etc. and be responsible for introducing new
laws, organizing and maintaining public services

synonym : control, rule, preside

(1) a nation's right to govern, (2) govern a public enterprise

The regulations governing medical malpractice claims are
rigorous.

visible adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy view
synonym : clear, observable, seeable

(1) visible stars, (2) visible by X-ray

My home is easily visible from the shore.

blindside v. to surprise or attack someone unexpectedly and from a
position they are not aware of, often to gain an
advantage

synonym : surprise, ambush, catch off guard

(1) blindside the audience, (2) blindside opponent

My boss's criticism of my work blindsided me during the
meeting.
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excite v. to make someone feel suddenly enthusiastic or eager
synonym : thrill, exhilarate, animate

(1) excite the crowd, (2) excite rebellion

The news of her promotion excited her.

excitement n. a feeling of great enthusiasm and eagerness
synonym : thrill, exhilaration, incitement

(1) the excitement in the business world, (2) aesthetic
excitement

The excitement of the upcoming concert was palpable
among the crowd.

finance n. the management of money, credit, banking, and
investments, especially by a government or commercial
organization; the branch of economics that studies the
management of money and other assets

synonym : banking, investment, fund

(1) finance act, (2) manage my finances

Our company decided to hire an advisor who specializes in
finance.

overwhelm v. to defeat someone or something by using a great deal of
force; to have a strong emotional effect on somebody

synonym : conquer, crush, dominate

(1) he was overwhelmed with gratitude, (2) overwhelm
opponents by numbers

Too much variety may overwhelm and confuse viewers.

mentor n. a person who helps and advises a younger or less
experienced person over time, usually at work or school

synonym : adviser, coach, tutor

(1) mentor for life, (2) fashion mentor

As a mentor, he helped me realize my career.

terrific adj. causing terror or fear; extremely great or intense; very
good or excellent

synonym : fantastic, great, excellent
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(1) absolutely terrific, (2) at a terrific speed

The view from the top of the mountain was terrific, with
sweeping vistas of the valley below.

aspiring adj. desiring or striving for recognition or advancement;
wanting to be successful in life

synonym : hopeful, ambitious, eager

(1) aspiring prime minister, (2) have aspiring eyes

He was extremely generous to the aspiring young artist.

keen adj. having or showing quick and eager intelligence or
interest

synonym : eager, enthusiastic, ardent

(1) keen interest, (2) keen observation

He was keen to learn more about the subject and attended
every lecture.

standout n. a person or thing that is exceptionally good, impressive,
or noticeable amidst others; something that stands out
from the rest; (adjective) particularly prominent,
noticeable, or superior in comparison to others in a
group or context

synonym : highlight, superiority

(1) standout feature, (2) standout player

Her bright green dress made her standout among the crowd
of black suits and dresses.

candid adj. honest, straightforward, and frank in someone's words
or actions

synonym : honest, frank, straightforward

(1) candid conversation, (2) in my candid opinion

The candid photography captured the genuine emotions of
the moment.

insight n. the ability to gain an accurate and deep understanding
of people or situations; an accurate and deep
understanding of what something is like
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synonym : wisdom, discernment, understanding

(1) a profound insight, (2) share my insights

We gained various insights by analyzing the vast amount of
data owned by the company.

opportune adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or
convenient for a particular purpose

synonym : suitable, timely, practical

(1) opportune occasion, (2) an opportune remark

The phone rang at the most opportune time.

emphasize v. to give or show particular importance to something
synonym : highlight, accentuate, stress

(1) emphasize her words, (2) emphasize a direct
relationship

Use italics or capitals to emphasize a word in a piece of
writing.

negative adj. having the quality of something bad or harmful;
expressing refusal

synonym : minus, adverse, pessimistic

(1) have a negative effect, (2) a negative number

The movie has received almost universally negative
criticism.

decide v. to make up someone's mind about something; to come
to a conclusion or judgment after considering options

synonym : choose, determine, settle

(1) decide a question, (2) decide on a course of action

She couldn't decide whether to order the pizza or the pasta
for dinner.

grim adj. looking or sounding very serious or gloomy
synonym : fierce, harsh, gloomy

(1) grim reality, (2) a grim-featured man

The result presented a grim picture of inefficiency and
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corruption.

pretension n. the act of claiming or asserting something, especially
without good reason or without evidence; an unfounded
or excessive claim or ambition

synonym : presumption, pretense, affectation

(1) pretension to authority, (2) baseless pretension

His pretensions of being a gourmet were quickly exposed
when he could not identify basic herbs and spices.

balance n. a condition in which everything has the same weight or
force; something left after other parts have been taken
away

synonym : equilibrium, counterpoise, remainder

(1) the balance of power, (2) asset on the company's
balance sheet

Try to keep a balance between work and off.

elect v. to choose someone for a specific position by voting for
them; to decide or choose to do something

synonym : select, choose, prefer

(1) elect the school board, (2) elect death

Every five years, the provincial governors are elected.

vice n. wrongdoing or wicked behavior; (in the form of vice
versa) with the order reversed; (as a prefix) someone
with a job immediately below a particular person

synonym : corruption, depravity, evil

(1) virtue and vice, (2) vice-chair of the committee

Cats hate dogs and vice versa.

president n. the leader of a republic, for example, the US; the person
in charge of the organization such as a company,
university, club, etc.

synonym : leader, CEO, chairperson

(1) president emeritus, (2) vice- president for finance

The club president does not have absolute power.
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delight n. a feeling of great pleasure or happiness
synonym : pleasure, joy, satisfaction

(1) a tremor of delight, (2) with delight

The delight on the child's faces when they received the toy
was priceless.

aspiration n. a strong desire to achieve something; the action or
process of drawing breath

synonym : ambition, inhalation, intake

(1) no aspiration for fame, (2) aspiration into the lungs

He has an aspiration to become a doctor.

relate v. to establish a connection or association between two or
more things; to narrate or tell about an event,
experience, or relationship; to empathize or feel
sympathy with someone or something

synonym : connect, link, associate

(1) relate a story, (2) relate a message

He tried to relate his experience to the group, but they
couldn't understand.

unfortunately adv. by bad luck; unluckily
synonym : regrettably, unluckily, alas

(1) unfortunately caught in a shower, (2) even more
unfortunately

The treatments were done but, unfortunately, were
unsuccessful.

envy v. to experience a feeling of jealousy or resentment
towards someone because of their possessions,
qualities, or achievements; to desire to have something
that someone else has; (noun) a feeling of resentment
or jealousy towards someone else's perceived
advantage or success

synonym : covet, resent, grudge

(1) envy his success, (2) feeling envy toward him

I can't help but envy my friend's ability to stay calm in
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stressful situations.

scarf n. a piece of cloth worn around the neck or head for
warmth, cleanliness, fashion, or religious reasons

synonym : shawl, wrap, kerchief

(1) knit a scarf, (2) dotted scarf

She wrapped a scarf around her neck to keep warm.

adopt v. to choose to follow something; to legally take a child
from another family and care for them as if they were
one's own

synonym : accept, assume, take on

(1) adopt a child, (2) adopt a bill

The national assembly has adopted the budget.

uniform adj. always the same; showing a single form or character in
all occurrences; (noun) the special set of clothes worn
by members of a particular group as a means of
identification

synonym : livery, outfit

(1) at a uniform temperature, (2) our school uniform

This country has a nationally uniform culture.

develop v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine through a
process of progress and refinement, often to achieve
greater sophistication or complexity; to elaborate or add
detail to something that is in the process of being
created

synonym : evolve, progress, advance

(1) develop a strategy, (2) develop a skill

We must develop a new system to streamline our workflow
and increase efficiency.

vary v. to become different in terms of size, shape, etc.
synonym : alter, contrast, differ

(1) vary according to the age, (2) vary directly with the price

Maximum heart rates vary a lot for each individual.
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endless adj. having no end or conclusion; infinitely very large in size
or amount

synonym : infinite, ceaseless, boundless

(1) endless possibilities, (2) endless hours

He looked out the window at the endless stream of people.

discuss v. to talk about or examine in detail through conversation
or debate; to exchange ideas, opinions, or information
on a particular topic

synonym : talk about, converse, debate

(1) discuss options, (2) discuss solutions

We need to discuss the next steps for the project during our
meeting tomorrow.

equivalent n. having the same value, quality, meaning, purpose, etc.
synonym : equal, counterpart, match

(1) equivalent amounts, (2) equivalent in meaning

The European Central Bank is Europe's equivalent of the
Federal Reserve.

makeup n. colored substances used on someone's face to improve
or change their appearance

synonym : maquillage, composition, cosmetic

(1) makeup artist, (2) take the makeup off her face

Her beauty resulted from a good night's sleep rather than
makeup.

contemporary adj. belonging to the same or present time
synonym : modern, stylish, coetaneous

(1) field of contemporary art, (2) contemporary leaders

Contemporary music has gained different followers from
existing music.

warn v. to make someone aware of potential danger or difficulty,
particularly one that may occur in the future

synonym : alert, caution, admonish
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(1) warn a reckless driver, (2) warned me of the plan

I attempted to warn him, but he ignored me.

ambitious adj. having a great desire to attain achievement, power, or
wealth

synonym : enterprising, challenging, earnest

(1) achieve ambitious goals, (2) with an ambitious eye

Their company has been in business for a short time but has
ambitious goals.

visceral adj. relating to or affecting the internal organs; instinctive or
emotional rather than rational; characterized by
deep-seated emotional reactions or responses

synonym : instinctive, intuitive, gut

(1) visceral organ, (2) visceral fear

After watching the horror movie, she had a visceral reaction
and couldn't sleep all night.

revulsion n. a strong feeling of disgust, loathing, or aversion; an
intense reaction that is often triggered by something
unpleasant or offensive

synonym : disgust, repugnance, aversion

(1) sense of revulsion, (2) physical revulsion

His revulsion towards the cruel treatment of animals led him
to become a vegan.

contempt n. the feeling that a person or thing is beneath
consideration, worthless, or deserving of scorn

synonym : scorn, disdain, disrespect

(1) display contempt, (2) below contempt

The defendant's contempt for the court and its authority was
evident in his behavior.

mind-boggling adj. extremely surprising or overwhelming and, therefore,
difficult to understand or imagine

synonym : overwhelming, amazing, astonishing

(1) a mind-boggling puzzle, (2) a mind-boggling display
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Educating hundreds of thousands of recruits is a
mind-boggling task.

intuitive adj. obtained through feelings rather than facts or proof
synonym : involuntary, instinctive, innate

(1) intuitive eating, (2) intuitive judgment

I had an intuitive feeling that I might be pregnant.

balanced adj. taking all sides or opinions into account equally; being in
a state of proper equilibrium

synonym : equitable, congruous, flat

(1) a balanced diet, (2) a well- balanced mind

We conducted a balanced assessment of intellectual and
cultural history.

tightrope n. a rope or wire stretched tightly between two points, on
which acrobats, tightrope walkers, etc., perform; a risky
or precarious situation that requires one to balance
carefully to avoid falling or failure

synonym : rope walk, high wire, funambulism

(1) tightrope performer, (2) tightrope act

The tightrope walker balanced precariously above the
crowd.

strength n. the quality or state of being physically, or sometimes
mentally, strong

synonym : resilience, power, muscles

(1) strength of the economy, (2) muscular strength

Health and strength are, above all, gold.

empathy n. the ability to share another person's feelings or
experiences by imagining that person's situation

synonym : compassion, sympathy, tenderness

(1) full of empathy, (2) empathy for patients

Empathy is also necessary to understand history.
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likable adj. having qualities that make a person or thing well-liked or
attractive; pleasant, friendly, or enjoyable

synonym : sympathetic, appealing, charming

(1) likable personality, (2) a likable character

He's a very likable person who makes friends easily.

backbone n. the spinal column of a vertebrate; a symbolic
representation of strength and resilience

synonym : spine, courage, fortitude

(1) backbone of society, (2) backbone curve

She showed great backbone when standing up for her
beliefs in opposition.

stereotype n. a fixed and unvarying idea or image that people have
about what someone or something is like, but which is
often not true in reality and may cause hurt and offense

(1) avoid stereotype, (2) negative stereotypes

Changing stereotypes about LGBTQ requires considerable
effort.

whir v. to make a low, continuous, and often rhythmic sound,
similar to the sound of a machine or a motor rotating at
high speed; (noun) a low, continuous sound that is
produced by something rotating quickly or moving
rapidly through the air

synonym : whizz, buzz, hum

(1) whir up and down, (2) machines whirring

The sound of the engine whirred as the plane took off.

brain n. the organ inside the head that is responsible for one's
movement, thought, memory, and feeling

synonym : intellect, mind, encephalon

(1) basic brain function, (2) permanent brain damage

X-rays revealed a small tumor in his brain.

portray v. to depict or describe someone or something in a
painting, film, book, or other artistic work
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synonym : depict, describe, illustrate

(1) portray feelings in words, (2) accurately portray the
condition

We often portray political problems as religious issues.

cow n. a domesticated mammal with characteristic features
such as a hump, large udders, and curved horns that is
raised for its milk or meat

synonym : bovine, cattle, kine

(1) cow herd, (2) dairy cow

The farmer milked the cows every morning before breakfast.

bush n. a plant growing thickly with many small branches and
several stiff stems coming up from the root

synonym : copse, scrub, brushwood

(1) trees and bushes, (2) a bush of hair

I am going to trim this bush off.

destine v. to determine or set the course of something in advance,
often in a way that seems predetermined or inevitable;
to specify or choose someone or something for a
particular fate or outcome

synonym : ordain, doom, predestine

(1) destine us to meet again, (2) be destined to become a
great artist

Some people believe that we are all destined for greatness.

mince v. to chop or cut food into very small pieces, often with a
knife or food processor; to walk in an affected or dainty
manner, as if taking very small steps; to soften the
impact of one's speech by using tactful language or
diplomatic phrasing

synonym : chop, grind, dice

(1) mince around town, (2) mince meat

Be sure to mince the garlic finely for the pasta sauce.
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horrible adj. extremely unpleasant or bad; causing fear or disgust
synonym : dreadful, terrible, awful

(1) horrible accident, (2) horrible smell

The experience was horrible and left a lasting impression.

nation n. a large organized community of people living in a
particular country or region and having a particular
culture

synonym : country, state, sovereign entity

(1) nation-state, (2) a seafaring nation

The nation of Japan is known for its unique culture and
advanced technology.

guilt n. the fact of having committed something illegal; the
negative feelings caused by believing or knowing that
you have done something wrong

synonym : regret, remorse, blame

(1) criminal guilt, (2) feeling of guilt

Shame and guilt have significant social influences.

equitably adv. in a just, fair, and impartial manner; without showing
favoritism or bias towards any particular individual or
group

synonym : fairly, justly, impartially

(1) equitably distributed, (2) equitably allocated

The company's HR department emphasized the importance
of treating all employees equitably.

domestic adj. relating to or inside a particular country, not foreign or
international

synonym : endemic, private, household

(1) domestic airline, (2) a domestic animal

GDP stands for gross domestic product.

sponsor v. to provide funds for a particular event, program,
individual, etc. as a way of advertising

synonym : back, fund, finance
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(1) sponsor a contest, (2) sponsor a local group

Our company sponsors numerous disabled athletes.

disproportionately adv. in a way that is not reasonably or appropriately
balanced, equal, or distributed; in a manner that is
unequal or excessive about something else

synonym : excessively, unequally

(1) disproportionately affected, (2) disproportionately
high

The rich can often disproportionately benefit from tax
breaks and other advantages.

cliff n. a steep rock face, especially one at the edge of the sea
or a river

synonym : crag, escarpment, precipice

(1) a bold cliff, (2) cliff diving

He stood at the edge of the cliff and looked out to sea.

phenomenon n. something that exists and can be perceptible, especially
one that is not fully understood

synonym : marvel, wonder, splendor

(1) natural phenomenon, (2) historical phenomenon

A rainbow is a natural phenomenon.

appoint v. to give someone a job or role, especially as a public
official or member of an organization; to arrange or
decide on a time or a place

synonym : designate, assign, name

(1) appoint members, (2) appoint the day

The court appointed a guardian for the child.

difficulty n. a condition or state that causes problems
synonym : hardship, complication, problem

(1) the degree of difficulty, (2) difficulty in breathing

He has difficulty exercising because of a back injury
sustained in an accident.
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monetary adj. of or relating to the money in the country
synonym : financial, fiscal, economic

(1) the stance of monetary policy, (2) monetary rewards

The policy might bring more excellent monetary stability to
the country.

crisis n. a time of great disagreement, confusion, or danger when
problems must be resolved or critical decisions must be
taken

synonym : concern, problem, emergency

(1) financial crisis, (2) crisis management

The Chinese word for crisis comprises two characters, one
for danger and the other for opportunity.

arrest v. to take into custody
synonym : capture, detain, imprison

(1) arrest the thief, (2) arrest the progress

A police officer has the authority to arrest a criminal.

assault n. a violent physical attack; the crime of forcing someone
to submit to sexual intercourse against their will

synonym : assault, attack, raid

(1) assault aircraft, (2) victim of sexual assault

We got caught up in an assault case.

dramatic adj. very sudden, very excellent, or full of action and
excitement

synonym : striking, theatrical, breathtaking

(1) make dramatic changes, (2) a dramatic rescue at sea

The statement had a dramatic impact on house prices.

problematic adj. full of difficulties; difficult to deal with or solve
synonym : inappropriate, inconvenient, worrisome

(1) a problematic situation, (2) seems to be highly
problematic

Direct democracy is effective in quickly resolving
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problematic situations within a community.

attitude n. the way you think and feel about someone or something
synonym : mindset, perspective, philosophy

(1) attitude toward mistakes, (2) attitude control

She had the attitude that work was fun.

aim v. to try or plan to get or achieve something
synonym : aspire, direct, target

(1) aim at a specific target, (2) aim to be a nurse

We aim for an overseas expansion.

secretary n. a person whose job is to deal with correspondence,
keep records, and do administrative work for a company
or organization

synonym : assistant, clerk, administrator

(1) a confidential secretary, (2) secretary general

The chief secretary was responsible for organizing the
meeting.

fond adj. having affection or liking for someone, particularly
someone you've known for a long time

synonym : liking, enjoying, affectionate

(1) very fond of, (2) fond memories of the birthday

He is excessively fond of alcohol.

hell n. the place thought to be where bad people go and are
punished after death, often depicted as being located
beneath the earth; an extraordinarily unpleasant or
difficult place

synonym : inferno, agony, misery

(1) run like hell, (2) hell broke loose

The battlefield became hell on earth.

businessperson n. a person who is engaged in business, typically as an
owner or executive

synonym : entrepreneur, executive
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(1) a young businessperson, (2) businessperson network

He was a successful businessperson and had much
experience in the field.

constraint n. a limit or restriction on something, such as an action,
behavior, or thought

synonym : limitation, restriction, bound

(1) constraint on business activity, (2) strict time
constraints

The budget constraint forced them to make difficult
decisions.

gender n. the range of characteristics of femininity and masculinity
and differentiating between them, especially when
considering social and cultural differences rather than
differences in biology

synonym : sexuality

(1) gender-blind policies, (2) dual gender

Cultural norms strongly influence gender expectations.

frank adj. honest and sincere; open and candid in expression
synonym : candid, direct, freehearted

(1) frank and open discussion, (2) make a frank apology

Full involvement means frank and prompt responses.

pit n. a hole in the ground or a cavity in a surface; a place for
storing or holding something; a section of a theater or
sports arena where people can sit

synonym : hole, depression, indentation

(1) the bottomless pit, (2) the pit of the stomach

The pit of the avocado can be removed by gently wedging a
spoon around it.

wary adj. cautious or distrustful, especially because of a previous
bad experience

synonym : cautious, suspicious, leery

(1) a wary statesman, (2) wary of marriage
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She was wary of meeting new people because of past
experiences.

solidarity n. unity or agreement of feelings or actions among a group,
especially among individuals with a common interest

synonym : unity, cooperation, mutual support

(1) solidarity among union members, (2) solidarity action

The workers showed solidarity in their strike for better
working conditions.

erode v. to gradually wear away or break down (rock, soil, or
other material) through the action of wind, water, or
other natural agents; to gradually weaken or undermine
(something) over time

synonym : wear away, deteriorate, corrode

(1) erode coast, (2) erode trust

The ongoing budget cuts have eroded the quality of
education in many schools.

scarcity n. the state of being in short supply; a small and
inadequate amount

synonym : lack, absence, dearth

(1) fuel scarcity, (2) scarcity of capital

Some research says that a relative decline in teacher salaries
is causing labor scarcity.

margin n. the space around the edge of a page or document;
(finance) the net sales minus the cost of goods and
services sold

synonym : edge, border, periphery

(1) margin error, (2) a profit margin

Unfortunately, the book's margin was too small to make
notes.

summarize v. to give a brief statement of the most important facts or
ideas about something

synonym : recap, outline, digest
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(1) summarizes the main ideas, (2) summarize text

Each chapter summarizes the most critical issues.

judge n. a person who makes decisions in a court of law; (verb)
to determine the result of or form a critical opinion of
something

synonym : arbiter, justice, (verb) deduce

(1) judge a competition, (2) an associate judge

The strict judge ruled in favor of the plaintiff in the case.

forearm n. the part of a person's arm between the elbow and the
wrist; (verb) to arm in advance of a confrontation

(1) forearm bone, (2) several veins of the forearm

The accident left him with numbness in his left forearm.

debunk v. to expose or dismiss as false, exaggerated, or worthless
synonym : expose, discredit, demystify

(1) debunk an urban legend, (2) debunk theory

The myth was debunked by scientists, who provided
evidence to the contrary.

survive v. to live or exist despite a dangerous event or period
synonym : endure, persist, stay

(1) survive a blizzard, (2) survive a plane crash

These birds can only survive in temperate climates.

structural adj. associated with the way on construction or organization
of anything

synonym : architectural, basic, anatomical

(1) structural analyses, (2) structural reorganization

The earthquake resulted in significant structural destruction.

barrier n. a fence or other obstruction that makes it hard to move
or get in; any condition that makes it difficult to make
progress or to achieve an objective

synonym : border, barricade, fence
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(1) cost barrier, (2) information barrier

The police placed a barrier across the street to halt traffic.

evaluate v. to assess or estimate the quality, significance, quantity,
or value of something

synonym : assess, estimate, consider

(1) evaluate the grant proposal, (2) evaluate a situation

The meeting aims to evaluate possible choices.

promote v. to encourage or persuade people to like, buy, use, do, or
support something; to raise someone to a higher
position or rank

synonym : boost, raise, advertise

(1) promote a better relationship, (2) promote bad behavior

The government should do more to promote sustainable
agribusiness.

aid n. things sent to help countries in need, notably food or
money; support

synonym : helper, resource, assistance

(1) financial aid, (2) country-by-country aid programs

Pakistan's aid budget was still being reviewed.

immediately adv. now or without delay
synonym : directly, instantly, promptly

(1) immediately recall a product, (2) write him an answer
immediately

A suspension order from the court is effective immediately.

backward adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place that is behind or
rear

synonym : back, rearward, in reverse

(1) walk backward, (2) backward angle

She falls over backward when she sees her mother-in-law.

shyness n. the quality or state of being worried or embarrassed
about meeting and speaking to other people
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synonym : bashfulness, timidity, modesty

(1) lose some of my shyness, (2) shyness barrier

He finally overcame his shyness.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. write him an answer imm______ly adv. now or without delay

2. the exc_____nt in the business

world

n. a feeling of great enthusiasm and
eagerness

3. avoid ste_____pe n. a fixed and unvarying idea or image that
people have about what someone or
something is like, but which is often not
true in reality and may cause hurt and
offense

4. de____e us to meet again v. to determine or set the course of
something in advance, often in a way
that seems predetermined or inevitable;
to specify or choose someone or
something for a particular fate or
outcome

5. a seafaring na___n n. a large organized community of people
living in a particular country or region
and having a particular culture

6. el__t death v. to choose someone for a specific
position by voting for them; to decide or
choose to do something

7. an associate ju__e n. a person who makes decisions in a
court of law; (verb) to determine the
result of or form a critical opinion of
something

8. re___e a story v. to establish a connection or association
between two or more things; to narrate
or tell about an event, experience, or
relationship; to empathize or feel
sympathy with someone or something

ANSWERS: 1. immediately, 2. excitement, 3. stereotype, 4. destine, 5. nation, 6.
elect, 7. judge, 8. relate
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9. at a te____ic speed adj. causing terror or fear; extremely great
or intense; very good or excellent

10. v__y directly with the price v. to become different in terms of size,
shape, etc.

11. f__d memories of the birthday adj. having affection or liking for someone,
particularly someone you've known for a
long time

12. em____y for patients n. the ability to share another person's
feelings or experiences by imagining
that person's situation

13. equ_____nt amounts n. having the same value, quality,
meaning, purpose, etc.

14. asset on the company's ba____e

sheet

n. a condition in which everything has the
same weight or force; something left
after other parts have been taken away

15. financial cr___s n. a time of great disagreement,
confusion, or danger when problems
must be resolved or critical decisions
must be taken

16. cost ba____r n. a fence or other obstruction that makes
it hard to move or get in; any condition
that makes it difficult to make progress
or to achieve an objective

17. fo____m bone n. the part of a person's arm between the
elbow and the wrist; (verb) to arm in
advance of a confrontation

18. unf_______ely caught in a shower adv. by bad luck; unluckily

19. be de____ed to become a great

artist

v. to determine or set the course of
something in advance, often in a way
that seems predetermined or inevitable;
to specify or choose someone or
something for a particular fate or
outcome

ANSWERS: 9. terrific, 10. vary, 11. fond, 12. empathy, 13. equivalent, 14. balance,
15. crisis, 16. barrier, 17. forearm, 18. unfortunately, 19. destine
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20. c_w herd n. a domesticated mammal with
characteristic features such as a hump,
large udders, and curved horns that is
raised for its milk or meat

21. imm______ly recall a product adv. now or without delay

22. dis____________ely high adv. in a way that is not reasonably or
appropriately balanced, equal, or
distributed; in a manner that is unequal
or excessive about something else

23. virtue and v__e n. wrongdoing or wicked behavior; (in the
form of vice versa) with the order
reversed; (as a prefix) someone with a
job immediately below a particular
person

24. sol_____ty action n. unity or agreement of feelings or actions
among a group, especially among
individuals with a common interest

25. a well-ba____ed mind adj. taking all sides or opinions into account
equally; being in a state of proper
equilibrium

26. ap____t members v. to give someone a job or role,
especially as a public official or member
of an organization; to arrange or decide
on a time or a place

27. con_____nt on business activity n. a limit or restriction on something, such
as an action, behavior, or thought

28. in_____ve eating adj. obtained through feelings rather than
facts or proof

29. feeling of gu__t n. the fact of having committed something
illegal; the negative feelings caused by
believing or knowing that you have
done something wrong

ANSWERS: 20. cow, 21. immediately, 22. disproportionately, 23. vice, 24. solidarity,
25. balanced, 26. appoint, 27. constraint, 28. intuitive, 29. guilt
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30. a nation's right to go___n v. to legally control and direct a country,
city, group of people, etc. and be
responsible for introducing new laws,
organizing and maintaining public
services

31. deputy pr__e minister adj. main or most important; basic

32. bl_____de opponent v. to surprise or attack someone
unexpectedly and from a position they
are not aware of, often to gain an
advantage

33. victim of sexual as____t n. a violent physical attack; the crime of
forcing someone to submit to sexual
intercourse against their will

34. eq_____ly distributed adv. in a just, fair, and impartial manner;
without showing favoritism or bias
towards any particular individual or
group

35. str_____al reorganization adj. associated with the way on construction
or organization of anything

36. ab__e in the same place v. to accept or tolerate something or to act
in accordance with a rule, decision,
recommendation, etc.; to remain in a
particular state or condition

37. asp_____on into the lungs n. a strong desire to achieve something;
the action or process of drawing breath

38. ma___p artist n. colored substances used on someone's
face to improve or change their
appearance

39. a pro______ic situation adj. full of difficulties; difficult to deal with or
solve

ANSWERS: 30. govern, 31. prime, 32. blindside, 33. assault, 34. equitably, 35.
structural, 36. abide, 37. aspiration, 38. makeup, 39. problematic
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40. below co____pt n. the feeling that a person or thing is
beneath consideration, worthless, or
deserving of scorn

41. as___e a lousy attitude to his boss v. to think or accept something to be true
without having proof of it; to take or
begin to have power; to begin to exhibit
a specific quality or appearance

42. several veins of the fo____m n. the part of a person's arm between the
elbow and the wrist; (verb) to arm in
advance of a confrontation

43. absolutely te____ic adj. causing terror or fear; extremely great
or intense; very good or excellent

44. do____ic airline adj. relating to or inside a particular country,
not foreign or international

45. a min_______ing display adj. extremely surprising or overwhelming
and, therefore, difficult to understand or
imagine

46. have a ne____ve effect adj. having the quality of something bad or
harmful; expressing refusal

47. trees and b__hes n. a plant growing thickly with many small
branches and several stiff stems
coming up from the root

48. as___e an important role v. to think or accept something to be true
without having proof of it; to take or
begin to have power; to begin to exhibit
a specific quality or appearance

49. ad__t a bill v. to choose to follow something; to legally
take a child from another family and
care for them as if they were one's own

ANSWERS: 40. contempt, 41. assume, 42. forearm, 43. terrific, 44. domestic, 45.
mind-boggling, 46. negative, 47. bush, 48. assume, 49. adopt
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50. h__l broke loose n. the place thought to be where bad
people go and are punished after death,
often depicted as being located beneath
the earth; an extraordinarily unpleasant
or difficult place

51. st____ut feature n. a person or thing that is exceptionally
good, impressive, or noticeable amidst
others; something that stands out from
the rest; (adjective) particularly
prominent, noticeable, or superior in
comparison to others in a group or
context

52. cl__f diving n. a steep rock face, especially one at the
edge of the sea or a river

53. er__e coast v. to gradually wear away or break down
(rock, soil, or other material) through the
action of wind, water, or other natural
agents; to gradually weaken or
undermine (something) over time

54. as____t aircraft n. a violent physical attack; the crime of
forcing someone to submit to sexual
intercourse against their will

55. str_____al analyses adj. associated with the way on construction
or organization of anything

56. ov_____lm opponents by numbers v. to defeat someone or something by
using a great deal of force; to have a
strong emotional effect on somebody

57. k__n observation adj. having or showing quick and eager
intelligence or interest

58. po____y feelings in words v. to depict or describe someone or
something in a painting, film, book, or
other artistic work

ANSWERS: 50. hell, 51. standout, 52. cliff, 53. erode, 54. assault, 55. structural, 56.
overwhelm, 57. keen, 58. portray
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59. de____p a strategy v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine
through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater
sophistication or complexity; to
elaborate or add detail to something
that is in the process of being created

60. sp____r a local group v. to provide funds for a particular event,
program, individual, etc. as a way of
advertising

61. a profit ma___n n. the space around the edge of a page or
document; (finance) the net sales minus
the cost of goods and services sold

62. dotted sc__f n. a piece of cloth worn around the neck or
head for warmth, cleanliness, fashion,
or religious reasons

63. me___r for life n. a person who helps and advises a
younger or less experienced person
over time, usually at work or school

64. physical re_____on n. a strong feeling of disgust, loathing, or
aversion; an intense reaction that is
often triggered by something
unpleasant or offensive

65. el__t the school board v. to choose someone for a specific
position by voting for them; to decide or
choose to do something

66. he was ov_____lmed with gratitude v. to defeat someone or something by
using a great deal of force; to have a
strong emotional effect on somebody

67. w__r up and down v. to make a low, continuous, and often
rhythmic sound, similar to the sound of
a machine or a motor rotating at high
speed; (noun) a low, continuous sound
that is produced by something rotating
quickly or moving rapidly through the air

ANSWERS: 59. develop, 60. sponsor, 61. margin, 62. scarf, 63. mentor, 64.
revulsion, 65. elect, 66. overwhelm, 67. whir
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68. negative ste_____pes n. a fixed and unvarying idea or image that
people have about what someone or
something is like, but which is often not
true in reality and may cause hurt and
offense

69. as____ng prime minister adj. desiring or striving for recognition or
advancement; wanting to be successful
in life

70. fi____e act n. the management of money, credit,
banking, and investments, especially by
a government or commercial
organization; the branch of economics
that studies the management of money
and other assets

71. the bottomless p_t n. a hole in the ground or a cavity in a
surface; a place for storing or holding
something; a section of a theater or
sports arena where people can sit

72. su____e a blizzard v. to live or exist despite a dangerous
event or period

73. de___e a question v. to make up someone's mind about
something; to come to a conclusion or
judgment after considering options

74. country-by-country a_d programs n. things sent to help countries in need,
notably food or money; support

75. sense of re_____on n. a strong feeling of disgust, loathing, or
aversion; an intense reaction that is
often triggered by something
unpleasant or offensive

76. ar___t the progress v. to take into custody

ANSWERS: 68. stereotype, 69. aspiring, 70. finance, 71. pit, 72. survive, 73. decide,
74. aid, 75. revulsion, 76. arrest
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77. chemical re____on n. a response that reveals a person's
feelings or attitude; (in chemistry) a
process in which one or more
substances are changed into others

78. su____e a plane crash v. to live or exist despite a dangerous
event or period

79. manage my fi____es n. the management of money, credit,
banking, and investments, especially by
a government or commercial
organization; the branch of economics
that studies the management of money
and other assets

80. op_____ne occasion adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

81. con______ary leaders adj. belonging to the same or present time

82. feeling e__y toward him v. to experience a feeling of jealousy or
resentment towards someone because
of their possessions, qualities, or
achievements; to desire to have
something that someone else has;
(noun) a feeling of resentment or
jealousy towards someone else's
perceived advantage or success

83. ju__e a competition n. a person who makes decisions in a
court of law; (verb) to determine the
result of or form a critical opinion of
something

84. e__y his success v. to experience a feeling of jealousy or
resentment towards someone because
of their possessions, qualities, or
achievements; to desire to have
something that someone else has;
(noun) a feeling of resentment or
jealousy towards someone else's
perceived advantage or success

ANSWERS: 77. reaction, 78. survive, 79. finance, 80. opportune, 81. contemporary,
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82. envy, 83. judge, 84. envy
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85. field of con______ary art adj. belonging to the same or present time

86. baseless pre_____on n. the act of claiming or asserting
something, especially without good
reason or without evidence; an
unfounded or excessive claim or
ambition

87. lose some of my sh____s n. the quality or state of being worried or
embarrassed about meeting and
speaking to other people

88. make a fr__k apology adj. honest and sincere; open and candid in
expression

89. en____s possibilities adj. having no end or conclusion; infinitely
very large in size or amount

90. accurately po____y the condition v. to depict or describe someone or
something in a painting, film, book, or
other artistic work

91. de____p a skill v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine
through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater
sophistication or complexity; to
elaborate or add detail to something
that is in the process of being created

92. st____th of the economy n. the quality or state of being physically,
or sometimes mentally, strong

93. sp____r a contest v. to provide funds for a particular event,
program, individual, etc. as a way of
advertising

94. sh____s barrier n. the quality or state of being worried or
embarrassed about meeting and
speaking to other people

ANSWERS: 85. contemporary, 86. pretension, 87. shyness, 88. frank, 89. endless,
90. portray, 91. develop, 92. strength, 93. sponsor, 94. shyness
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95. ba____ne curve n. the spinal column of a vertebrate; a
symbolic representation of strength and
resilience

96. a ne____ve number adj. having the quality of something bad or
harmful; expressing refusal

97. bus________son network n. a person who is engaged in business,
typically as an owner or executive

98. criminal gu__t n. the fact of having committed something
illegal; the negative feelings caused by
believing or knowing that you have
done something wrong

99. vi____al organ adj. relating to or affecting the internal
organs; instinctive or emotional rather
than rational; characterized by
deep-seated emotional reactions or
responses

100. display co____pt n. the feeling that a person or thing is
beneath consideration, worthless, or
deserving of scorn

101. su_____ze text v. to give a brief statement of the most
important facts or ideas about
something

102. a w__y statesman adj. cautious or distrustful, especially
because of a previous bad experience

103. v__e-chair of the committee n. wrongdoing or wicked behavior; (in the
form of vice versa) with the order
reversed; (as a prefix) someone with a
job immediately below a particular
person

ANSWERS: 95. backbone, 96. negative, 97. businessperson, 98. guilt, 99. visceral,
100. contempt, 101. summarize, 102. wary, 103. vice
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104. dis____________ely affected adv. in a way that is not reasonably or
appropriately balanced, equal, or
distributed; in a manner that is unequal
or excessive about something else

105. the p_t of the stomach n. a hole in the ground or a cavity in a
surface; a place for storing or holding
something; a section of a theater or
sports arena where people can sit

106. an op_____ne remark adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

107. mo____ry rewards adj. of or relating to the money in the
country

108. fuel sc____ty n. the state of being in short supply; a
small and inadequate amount

109. ti_____pe act n. a rope or wire stretched tightly between
two points, on which acrobats, tightrope
walkers, etc., perform; a risky or
precarious situation that requires one to
balance carefully to avoid falling or
failure

110. em_____ze her words v. to give or show particular importance to
something

111. ad__t a child v. to choose to follow something; to legally
take a child from another family and
care for them as if they were one's own

112. at a un____m temperature adj. always the same; showing a single form
or character in all occurrences; (noun)
the special set of clothes worn by
members of a particular group as a
means of identification

ANSWERS: 104. disproportionately, 105. pit, 106. opportune, 107. monetary, 108.
scarcity, 109. tightrope, 110. emphasize, 111. adopt, 112. uniform
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113. mi__e meat v. to chop or cut food into very small
pieces, often with a knife or food
processor; to walk in an affected or
dainty manner, as if taking very small
steps; to soften the impact of one's
speech by using tactful language or
diplomatic phrasing

114. a_m at a specific target v. to try or plan to get or achieve
something

115. pr____e bad behavior v. to encourage or persuade people to
like, buy, use, do, or support something;
to raise someone to a higher position or
rank

116. fr__k and open discussion adj. honest and sincere; open and candid in
expression

117. go___n a public enterprise v. to legally control and direct a country,
city, group of people, etc. and be
responsible for introducing new laws,
organizing and maintaining public
services

118. pr__e number adj. main or most important; basic

119. equ_____nt in meaning n. having the same value, quality,
meaning, purpose, etc.

120. ex___e rebellion v. to make someone feel suddenly
enthusiastic or eager

121. di____s solutions v. to talk about or examine in detail
through conversation or debate; to
exchange ideas, opinions, or
information on a particular topic

ANSWERS: 113. mince, 114. aim, 115. promote, 116. frank, 117. govern, 118. prime,
119. equivalent, 120. excite, 121. discuss
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122. historical phe_____on n. something that exists and can be
perceptible, especially one that is not
fully understood

123. w__y of marriage adj. cautious or distrustful, especially
because of a previous bad experience

124. trigger a re____on n. a response that reveals a person's
feelings or attitude; (in chemistry) a
process in which one or more
substances are changed into others

125. de___k an urban legend v. to expose or dismiss as false,
exaggerated, or worthless

126. vi____e by X-ray adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy
view

127. se_____ry general n. a person whose job is to deal with
correspondence, keep records, and do
administrative work for a company or
organization

128. vi____al fear adj. relating to or affecting the internal
organs; instinctive or emotional rather
than rational; characterized by
deep-seated emotional reactions or
responses

129. di____s options v. to talk about or examine in detail
through conversation or debate; to
exchange ideas, opinions, or
information on a particular topic

130. basic br__n function n. the organ inside the head that is
responsible for one's movement,
thought, memory, and feeling

ANSWERS: 122. phenomenon, 123. wary, 124. reaction, 125. debunk, 126. visible,
127. secretary, 128. visceral, 129. discuss, 130. brain
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131. achieve am_____us goals adj. having a great desire to attain
achievement, power, or wealth

132. g__m reality adj. looking or sounding very serious or
gloomy

133. su_____zes the main ideas v. to give a brief statement of the most
important facts or ideas about
something

134. eq_____ly allocated adv. in a just, fair, and impartial manner;
without showing favoritism or bias
towards any particular individual or
group

135. muscular st____th n. the quality or state of being physically,
or sometimes mentally, strong

136. machines w__rring v. to make a low, continuous, and often
rhythmic sound, similar to the sound of
a machine or a motor rotating at high
speed; (noun) a low, continuous sound
that is produced by something rotating
quickly or moving rapidly through the air

137. strict time con_____nts n. a limit or restriction on something, such
as an action, behavior, or thought

138. ge___r-blind policies n. the range of characteristics of femininity
and masculinity and differentiating
between them, especially when
considering social and cultural
differences rather than differences in
biology

139. ar___t the thief v. to take into custody

140. natural phe_____on n. something that exists and can be
perceptible, especially one that is not
fully understood

ANSWERS: 131. ambitious, 132. grim, 133. summarize, 134. equitably, 135. strength,
136. whir, 137. constraint, 138. gender, 139. arrest, 140. phenomenon
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141. pr____e a better relationship v. to encourage or persuade people to
like, buy, use, do, or support something;
to raise someone to a higher position or
rank

142. a li____e character adj. having qualities that make a person or
thing well-liked or attractive; pleasant,
friendly, or enjoyable

143. de___e on a course of action v. to make up someone's mind about
something; to come to a conclusion or
judgment after considering options

144. fashion me___r n. a person who helps and advises a
younger or less experienced person
over time, usually at work or school

145. walk ba____rd adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place
that is behind or rear

146. vice-pr_____nt for finance n. the leader of a republic, for example,
the US; the person in charge of the
organization such as a company,
university, club, etc.

147. at____de toward mistakes n. the way you think and feel about
someone or something

148. a tremor of de____t n. a feeling of great pleasure or happiness

149. li____e personality adj. having qualities that make a person or
thing well-liked or attractive; pleasant,
friendly, or enjoyable

150. ho____le accident adj. extremely unpleasant or bad; causing
fear or disgust

151. ma___n error n. the space around the edge of a page or
document; (finance) the net sales minus
the cost of goods and services sold

ANSWERS: 141. promote, 142. likable, 143. decide, 144. mentor, 145. backward,
146. president, 147. attitude, 148. delight, 149. likable, 150. horrible, 151. margin
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152. pr_____nt emeritus n. the leader of a republic, for example,
the US; the person in charge of the
organization such as a company,
university, club, etc.

153. k__n interest adj. having or showing quick and eager
intelligence or interest

154. a b__h of hair n. a plant growing thickly with many small
branches and several stiff stems
coming up from the root

155. a_m to be a nurse v. to try or plan to get or achieve
something

156. pre_____on to authority n. the act of claiming or asserting
something, especially without good
reason or without evidence; an
unfounded or excessive claim or
ambition

157. take the ma___p off her face n. colored substances used on someone's
face to improve or change their
appearance

158. seems to be highly pro______ic adj. full of difficulties; difficult to deal with or
solve

159. aesthetic exc_____nt n. a feeling of great enthusiasm and
eagerness

160. ev____te the grant proposal v. to assess or estimate the quality,
significance, quantity, or value of
something

161. knit a sc__f n. a piece of cloth worn around the neck or
head for warmth, cleanliness, fashion,
or religious reasons

ANSWERS: 152. president, 153. keen, 154. bush, 155. aim, 156. pretension, 157.
makeup, 158. problematic, 159. excitement, 160. evaluate, 161. scarf
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162. a bold cl__f n. a steep rock face, especially one at the
edge of the sea or a river

163. st____ut player n. a person or thing that is exceptionally
good, impressive, or noticeable amidst
others; something that stands out from
the rest; (adjective) particularly
prominent, noticeable, or superior in
comparison to others in a group or
context

164. ca___d conversation adj. honest, straightforward, and frank in
someone's words or actions

165. v__y according to the age v. to become different in terms of size,
shape, etc.

166. ex___e the crowd v. to make someone feel suddenly
enthusiastic or eager

167. ap____t the day v. to give someone a job or role,
especially as a public official or member
of an organization; to arrange or decide
on a time or a place

168. make dr____ic changes adj. very sudden, very excellent, or full of
action and excitement

169. ba____rd angle adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place
that is behind or rear

170. vi____e stars adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy
view

171. run like h__l n. the place thought to be where bad
people go and are punished after death,
often depicted as being located beneath
the earth; an extraordinarily unpleasant
or difficult place

ANSWERS: 162. cliff, 163. standout, 164. candid, 165. vary, 166. excite, 167.
appoint, 168. dramatic, 169. backward, 170. visible, 171. hell
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172. a profound in____t n. the ability to gain an accurate and deep
understanding of people or situations;
an accurate and deep understanding of
what something is like

173. re___e a message v. to establish a connection or association
between two or more things; to narrate
or tell about an event, experience, or
relationship; to empathize or feel
sympathy with someone or something

174. at____de control n. the way you think and feel about
someone or something

175. in my ca___d opinion adj. honest, straightforward, and frank in
someone's words or actions

176. with an am_____us eye adj. having a great desire to attain
achievement, power, or wealth

177. very f__d of adj. having affection or liking for someone,
particularly someone you've known for a
long time

178. our school un____m adj. always the same; showing a single form
or character in all occurrences; (noun)
the special set of clothes worn by
members of a particular group as a
means of identification

179. dual ge___r n. the range of characteristics of femininity
and masculinity and differentiating
between them, especially when
considering social and cultural
differences rather than differences in
biology

180. ab__e by a contract v. to accept or tolerate something or to act
in accordance with a rule, decision,
recommendation, etc.; to remain in a
particular state or condition

ANSWERS: 172. insight, 173. relate, 174. attitude, 175. candid, 176. ambitious, 177.
fond, 178. uniform, 179. gender, 180. abide
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181. ba____ne of society n. the spinal column of a vertebrate; a
symbolic representation of strength and
resilience

182. sol_____ty among union members n. unity or agreement of feelings or actions
among a group, especially among
individuals with a common interest

183. dairy c_w n. a domesticated mammal with
characteristic features such as a hump,
large udders, and curved horns that is
raised for its milk or meat

184. w__ned me of the plan v. to make someone aware of potential
danger or difficulty, particularly one that
may occur in the future

185. mi__e around town v. to chop or cut food into very small
pieces, often with a knife or food
processor; to walk in an affected or
dainty manner, as if taking very small
steps; to soften the impact of one's
speech by using tactful language or
diplomatic phrasing

186. even more unf_______ely adv. by bad luck; unluckily

187. the degree of dif_____ty n. a condition or state that causes
problems

188. have as____ng eyes adj. desiring or striving for recognition or
advancement; wanting to be successful
in life

189. dif_____ty in breathing n. a condition or state that causes
problems

190. in_____ve judgment adj. obtained through feelings rather than
facts or proof

ANSWERS: 181. backbone, 182. solidarity, 183. cow, 184. warn, 185. mince, 186.
unfortunately, 187. difficulty, 188. aspiring, 189. difficulty, 190. intuitive
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191. information ba____r n. a fence or other obstruction that makes
it hard to move or get in; any condition
that makes it difficult to make progress
or to achieve an objective

192. a g__m-featured man adj. looking or sounding very serious or
gloomy

193. de___k theory v. to expose or dismiss as false,
exaggerated, or worthless

194. ho____le smell adj. extremely unpleasant or bad; causing
fear or disgust

195. financial a_d n. things sent to help countries in need,
notably food or money; support

196. a do____ic animal adj. relating to or inside a particular country,
not foreign or international

197. ti_____pe performer n. a rope or wire stretched tightly between
two points, on which acrobats, tightrope
walkers, etc., perform; a risky or
precarious situation that requires one to
balance carefully to avoid falling or
failure

198. bl_____de the audience v. to surprise or attack someone
unexpectedly and from a position they
are not aware of, often to gain an
advantage

199. a min_______ing puzzle adj. extremely surprising or overwhelming
and, therefore, difficult to understand or
imagine

200. er__e trust v. to gradually wear away or break down
(rock, soil, or other material) through the
action of wind, water, or other natural
agents; to gradually weaken or
undermine (something) over time

ANSWERS: 191. barrier, 192. grim, 193. debunk, 194. horrible, 195. aid, 196.
domestic, 197. tightrope, 198. blindside, 199. mind-boggling, 200. erode
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201. with de____t n. a feeling of great pleasure or happiness

202. share my in____ts n. the ability to gain an accurate and deep
understanding of people or situations;
an accurate and deep understanding of
what something is like

203. a young bus________son n. a person who is engaged in business,
typically as an owner or executive

204. en____s hours adj. having no end or conclusion; infinitely
very large in size or amount

205. no asp_____on for fame n. a strong desire to achieve something;
the action or process of drawing breath

206. w__n a reckless driver v. to make someone aware of potential
danger or difficulty, particularly one that
may occur in the future

207. Mi____er for Education n. a person appointed to or a job of a head
of a government department

208. cr___s management n. a time of great disagreement,
confusion, or danger when problems
must be resolved or critical decisions
must be taken

209. the stance of mo____ry policy adj. of or relating to the money in the
country

210. a dr____ic rescue at sea adj. very sudden, very excellent, or full of
action and excitement

211. em_____ze a direct relationship v. to give or show particular importance to
something

212. deputy prime mi____er n. a person appointed to or a job of a head
of a government department

ANSWERS: 201. delight, 202. insight, 203. businessperson, 204. endless, 205.
aspiration, 206. warn, 207. minister, 208. crisis, 209. monetary, 210. dramatic, 211.
emphasize, 212. minister
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213. na___n-state n. a large organized community of people
living in a particular country or region
and having a particular culture

214. full of em____y n. the ability to share another person's
feelings or experiences by imagining
that person's situation

215. the ba____e of power n. a condition in which everything has the
same weight or force; something left
after other parts have been taken away

216. permanent br__n damage n. the organ inside the head that is
responsible for one's movement,
thought, memory, and feeling

217. ev____te a situation v. to assess or estimate the quality,
significance, quantity, or value of
something

218. sc____ty of capital n. the state of being in short supply; a
small and inadequate amount

219. a ba____ed diet adj. taking all sides or opinions into account
equally; being in a state of proper
equilibrium

220. a confidential se_____ry n. a person whose job is to deal with
correspondence, keep records, and do
administrative work for a company or
organization

ANSWERS: 213. nation, 214. empathy, 215. balance, 216. brain, 217. evaluate, 218.
scarcity, 219. balanced, 220. secretary
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. They must _____ by the rules set by the governing body.

v. to accept or tolerate something or to act in accordance with a rule, decision,
recommendation, etc.; to remain in a particular state or condition

2. Be sure to _____ the garlic finely for the pasta sauce.

v. to chop or cut food into very small pieces, often with a knife or food processor;
to walk in an affected or dainty manner, as if taking very small steps; to soften
the impact of one's speech by using tactful language or diplomatic phrasing

3. The treatments were done but, ______________ were unsuccessful.

adv. by bad luck; unluckily

4. I had an _________ feeling that I might be pregnant.

adj. obtained through feelings rather than facts or proof

5. She falls over ________ when she sees her mother-in-law.

adv. at, to, or toward the direction or place that is behind or rear

6. The ________ occasionally preaches at this church.

n. a person appointed to or a job of a head of a government department

7. We ___ for an overseas expansion.

v. to try or plan to get or achieve something

8. A police officer has the authority to ______ a criminal.

v. to take into custody

ANSWERS: 1. abide, 2. mince, 3. unfortunately, 4. intuitive, 5. backward, 6. minister,
7. aim, 8. arrest
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9. The earthquake resulted in significant __________ destruction.

adj. associated with the way on construction or organization of anything

10. He has an __________ to become a doctor.

n. a strong desire to achieve something; the action or process of drawing breath

11. Pakistan's ___ budget was still being reviewed.

n. things sent to help countries in need, notably food or money; support

12. I attempted to ____ him, but he ignored me.

v. to make someone aware of potential danger or difficulty, particularly one that
may occur in the future

13. He looked out the window at the _______ stream of people.

adj. having no end or conclusion; infinitely very large in size or amount

14. We conducted a ________ assessment of intellectual and cultural history.

adj. taking all sides or opinions into account equally; being in a state of proper
equilibrium

15. Each chapter __________ the most critical issues.

v. to give a brief statement of the most important facts or ideas about something

16. The statement had a ________ impact on house prices.

adj. very sudden, very excellent, or full of action and excitement

17. The Chinese word for ______ comprises two characters, one for danger and the
other for opportunity.

n. a time of great disagreement, confusion, or danger when problems must be
resolved or critical decisions must be taken

ANSWERS: 9. structural, 10. aspiration, 11. aid, 12. warn, 13. endless, 14. balanced,
15. summarizes, 16. dramatic, 17. crisis
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18. Our company ________ numerous disabled athletes.

v. to provide funds for a particular event, program, individual, etc. as a way of
advertising

19. The policy might bring more excellent ________ stability to the country.

adj. of or relating to the money in the country

20. Full involvement means _____ and prompt responses.

adj. honest and sincere; open and candid in expression

21. Shame and _____ have significant social influences.

n. the fact of having committed something illegal; the negative feelings caused by
believing or knowing that you have done something wrong

22. She couldn't ______ whether to order the pizza or the pasta for dinner.

v. to make up someone's mind about something; to come to a conclusion or
judgment after considering options

23. _______ is also necessary to understand history.

n. the ability to share another person's feelings or experiences by imagining that
person's situation

24. His _________ towards the cruel treatment of animals led him to become a
vegan.

n. a strong feeling of disgust, loathing, or aversion; an intense reaction that is
often triggered by something unpleasant or offensive

25. Maximum heart rates ____ a lot for each individual.

v. to become different in terms of size, shape, etc.

ANSWERS: 18. sponsors, 19. monetary, 20. frank, 21. guilt, 22. decide, 23. Empathy,
24. revulsion, 25. vary
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26. My home is easily _______ from the shore.

adj. capable of being seen; or open to easy view

27. Cultural norms strongly influence ______ expectations.

n. the range of characteristics of femininity and masculinity and differentiating
between them, especially when considering social and cultural differences
rather than differences in biology

28. The news of her promotion _______ her.

v. to make someone feel suddenly enthusiastic or eager

29. The chief _________ was responsible for organizing the meeting.

n. a person whose job is to deal with correspondence, keep records, and do
administrative work for a company or organization

30. The budget __________ forced them to make difficult decisions.

n. a limit or restriction on something, such as an action, behavior, or thought

31. His ___________ of being a gourmet were quickly exposed when he could not
identify basic herbs and spices.

n. the act of claiming or asserting something, especially without good reason or
without evidence; an unfounded or excessive claim or ambition

32. The ______ of Japan is known for its unique culture and advanced technology.

n. a large organized community of people living in a particular country or region
and having a particular culture

33. The ___ of the avocado can be removed by gently wedging a spoon around it.

n. a hole in the ground or a cavity in a surface; a place for storing or holding
something; a section of a theater or sports arena where people can sit

ANSWERS: 26. visible, 27. gender, 28. excited, 29. secretary, 30. constraint, 31.
pretensions, 32. nation, 33. pit
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34. The defendant's ________ for the court and its authority was evident in his
behavior.

n. the feeling that a person or thing is beneath consideration, worthless, or
deserving of scorn

35. The view from the top of the mountain was _________ with sweeping vistas of
the valley below.

adj. causing terror or fear; extremely great or intense; very good or excellent

36. The meeting aims to ________ possible choices.

v. to assess or estimate the quality, significance, quantity, or value of something

37. The court _________ a guardian for the child.

v. to give someone a job or role, especially as a public official or member of an
organization; to arrange or decide on a time or a place

38. The sound of the engine _______ as the plane took off.

v. to make a low, continuous, and often rhythmic sound, similar to the sound of a
machine or a motor rotating at high speed; (noun) a low, continuous sound that
is produced by something rotating quickly or moving rapidly through the air

39. He's a very _______ person who makes friends easily.

adj. having qualities that make a person or thing well-liked or attractive; pleasant,
friendly, or enjoyable

40. The rich can often __________________ benefit from tax breaks and other
advantages.

adv. in a way that is not reasonably or appropriately balanced, equal, or distributed;
in a manner that is unequal or excessive about something else

ANSWERS: 34. contempt, 35. terrific, 36. evaluate, 37. appointed, 38. whirred, 39.
likable, 40. disproportionately
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41. We got caught up in an _______ case.

n. a violent physical attack; the crime of forcing someone to submit to sexual
intercourse against their will

42. Unfortunately, the book's ______ was too small to make notes.

n. the space around the edge of a page or document; (finance) the net sales
minus the cost of goods and services sold

43. X-rays revealed a small tumor in his _____.

n. the organ inside the head that is responsible for one's movement, thought,
memory, and feeling

44. Direct democracy is effective in quickly resolving ___________ situations within
a community.

adj. full of difficulties; difficult to deal with or solve

45. There was a chemical ________ of the lime with the groundwater.

n. a response that reveals a person's feelings or attitude; (in chemistry) a process
in which one or more substances are changed into others

46. She wrapped a _____ around her neck to keep warm.

n. a piece of cloth worn around the neck or head for warmth, cleanliness, fashion,
or religious reasons

47. A suspension order from the court is effective ___________.

adv. now or without delay

48. After a thorough investigation, she has been named as the _____ suspect.

adj. main or most important; basic

ANSWERS: 41. assault, 42. margin, 43. brain, 44. problematic, 45. reaction, 46. scarf,
47. immediately, 48. prime
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49. The company's HR department emphasized the importance of treating all
employees _________.

adv. in a just, fair, and impartial manner; without showing favoritism or bias towards
any particular individual or group

50. He was extremely generous to the ________ young artist.

adj. desiring or striving for recognition or advancement; wanting to be successful in
life

51. I am going to trim this ____ off.

n. a plant growing thickly with many small branches and several stiff stems
coming up from the root

52. She showed great ________ when standing up for her beliefs in opposition.

n. the spinal column of a vertebrate; a symbolic representation of strength and
resilience

53. Educating hundreds of thousands of recruits is a _____________ task.

adj. extremely surprising or overwhelming and, therefore, difficult to understand or
imagine

54. After watching the horror movie, she had a ________ reaction and couldn't sleep
all night.

adj. relating to or affecting the internal organs; instinctive or emotional rather than
rational; characterized by deep-seated emotional reactions or responses

55. Cats hate dogs and ____ versa.

n. wrongdoing or wicked behavior; (in the form of vice versa) with the order
reversed; (as a prefix) someone with a job immediately below a particular
person

ANSWERS: 49. equitably, 50. aspiring, 51. bush, 52. backbone, 53. mind-boggling,
54. visceral, 55. vice
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56. He finally overcame his _______.

n. the quality or state of being worried or embarrassed about meeting and
speaking to other people

57. The result presented a ____ picture of inefficiency and corruption.

adj. looking or sounding very serious or gloomy

58. The __________ of the upcoming concert was palpable among the crowd.

n. a feeling of great enthusiasm and eagerness

59. He stood at the edge of the _____ and looked out to sea.

n. a steep rock face, especially one at the edge of the sea or a river

60. She had the ________ that work was fun.

n. the way you think and feel about someone or something

61. The national assembly has _______ the budget.

v. to choose to follow something; to legally take a child from another family and
care for them as if they were one's own

62. ____________ music has gained different followers from existing music.

adj. belonging to the same or present time

63. She was ____ of meeting new people because of past experiences.

adj. cautious or distrustful, especially because of a previous bad experience

64. The farmer milked the ____ every morning before breakfast.

n. a domesticated mammal with characteristic features such as a hump, large
udders, and curved horns that is raised for its milk or meat

ANSWERS: 56. shyness, 57. grim, 58. excitement, 59. cliff, 60. attitude, 61. adopted,
62. Contemporary, 63. wary, 64. cows
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65. The workers showed __________ in their strike for better working conditions.

n. unity or agreement of feelings or actions among a group, especially among
individuals with a common interest

66. The myth was ________ by scientists, who provided evidence to the contrary.

v. to expose or dismiss as false, exaggerated, or worthless

67. He tried to ______ his experience to the group, but they couldn't understand.

v. to establish a connection or association between two or more things; to narrate
or tell about an event, experience, or relationship; to empathize or feel
sympathy with someone or something

68. Every five years, the provincial governors are _______.

v. to choose someone for a specific position by voting for them; to decide or
choose to do something

69. The government should do more to _______ sustainable agribusiness.

v. to encourage or persuade people to like, buy, use, do, or support something; to
raise someone to a higher position or rank

70. Our company decided to hire an advisor who specializes in _______.

n. the management of money, credit, banking, and investments, especially by a
government or commercial organization; the branch of economics that studies
the management of money and other assets

71. Health and ________ are, above all, gold.

n. the quality or state of being physically, or sometimes mentally, strong

72. This country has a nationally _______ culture.

adj. always the same; showing a single form or character in all occurrences; (noun)
the special set of clothes worn by members of a particular group as a means of
identification

ANSWERS: 65. solidarity, 66. debunked, 67. relate, 68. elected, 69. promote, 70.
finance, 71. strength, 72. uniform
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73. The _________ walker balanced precariously above the crowd.

n. a rope or wire stretched tightly between two points, on which acrobats,
tightrope walkers, etc., perform; a risky or precarious situation that requires one
to balance carefully to avoid falling or failure

74. We gained various ________ by analyzing the vast amount of data owned by the
company.

n. the ability to gain an accurate and deep understanding of people or situations;
an accurate and deep understanding of what something is like

75. Too much variety may _________ and confuse viewers.

v. to defeat someone or something by using a great deal of force; to have a
strong emotional effect on somebody

76. These birds can only _______ in temperate climates.

v. to live or exist despite a dangerous event or period

77. The ______ photography captured the genuine emotions of the moment.

adj. honest, straightforward, and frank in someone's words or actions

78. GDP stands for gross ________ product.

adj. relating to or inside a particular country, not foreign or international

79. We must _______ a new system to streamline our workflow and increase
efficiency.

v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater sophistication or complexity; to elaborate
or add detail to something that is in the process of being created

80. The following example _______ that the capacity of each battery is the same.

v. to think or accept something to be true without having proof of it; to take or
begin to have power; to begin to exhibit a specific quality or appearance

ANSWERS: 73. tightrope, 74. insights, 75. overwhelm, 76. survive, 77. candid, 78.
domestic, 79. develop, 80. assumes
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81. I can't help but ____ my friend's ability to stay calm in stressful situations.

v. to experience a feeling of jealousy or resentment towards someone because of
their possessions, qualities, or achievements; to desire to have something that
someone else has; (noun) a feeling of resentment or jealousy towards
someone else's perceived advantage or success

82. My boss's criticism of my work __________ me during the meeting.

v. to surprise or attack someone unexpectedly and from a position they are not
aware of, often to gain an advantage

83. The club _________ does not have absolute power.

n. the leader of a republic, for example, the US; the person in charge of the
organization such as a company, university, club, etc.

84. The strict _____ ruled in favor of the plaintiff in the case.

n. a person who makes decisions in a court of law; (verb) to determine the result
of or form a critical opinion of something

85. The ongoing budget cuts have ______ the quality of education in many schools.

v. to gradually wear away or break down (rock, soil, or other material) through the
action of wind, water, or other natural agents; to gradually weaken or
undermine (something) over time

86. He was a successful ______________ and had much experience in the field.

n. a person who is engaged in business, typically as an owner or executive

87. Some people believe that we are all ________ for greatness.

v. to determine or set the course of something in advance, often in a way that
seems predetermined or inevitable; to specify or choose someone or
something for a particular fate or outcome

ANSWERS: 81. envy, 82. blindsided, 83. president, 84. judge, 85. eroded, 86.
businessperson, 87. destined
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88. We often _______ political problems as religious issues.

v. to depict or describe someone or something in a painting, film, book, or other
artistic work

89. The movie has received almost universally ________ criticism.

adj. having the quality of something bad or harmful; expressing refusal

90. The accident left him with numbness in his left _______.

n. the part of a person's arm between the elbow and the wrist; (verb) to arm in
advance of a confrontation

91. Their company has been in business for a short time but has _________ goals.

adj. having a great desire to attain achievement, power, or wealth

92. He has __________ exercising because of a back injury sustained in an
accident.

n. a condition or state that causes problems

93. The phone rang at the most _________ time.

adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

94. He was ____ to learn more about the subject and attended every lecture.

adj. having or showing quick and eager intelligence or interest

95. The European Central Bank is Europe's __________ of the Federal Reserve.

n. having the same value, quality, meaning, purpose, etc.

96. Her beauty resulted from a good night's sleep rather than ______.

n. colored substances used on someone's face to improve or change their
appearance

ANSWERS: 88. portray, 89. negative, 90. forearm, 91. ambitious, 92. difficulty, 93.
opportune, 94. keen, 95. equivalent, 96. makeup
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97. A rainbow is a natural __________.

n. something that exists and can be perceptible, especially one that is not fully
understood

98. The experience was ________ and left a lasting impression.

adj. extremely unpleasant or bad; causing fear or disgust

99. The police placed a _______ across the street to halt traffic.

n. a fence or other obstruction that makes it hard to move or get in; any condition
that makes it difficult to make progress or to achieve an objective

100. We need to _______ the next steps for the project during our meeting tomorrow.

v. to talk about or examine in detail through conversation or debate; to exchange
ideas, opinions, or information on a particular topic

101. As a _______ he helped me realize my career.

n. a person who helps and advises a younger or less experienced person over
time, usually at work or school

102. Some research says that a relative decline in teacher salaries is causing labor
________.

n. the state of being in short supply; a small and inadequate amount

103. Her bright green dress made her ________ among the crowd of black suits and
dresses.

n. a person or thing that is exceptionally good, impressive, or noticeable amidst
others; something that stands out from the rest; (adjective) particularly
prominent, noticeable, or superior in comparison to others in a group or context

104. Use italics or capitals to _________ a word in a piece of writing.

v. to give or show particular importance to something

ANSWERS: 97. phenomenon, 98. horrible, 99. barrier, 100. discuss, 101. mentor,
102. scarcity, 103. standout, 104. emphasize
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105. Changing ___________ about LGBTQ requires considerable effort.

n. a fixed and unvarying idea or image that people have about what someone or
something is like, but which is often not true in reality and may cause hurt and
offense

106. He is excessively ____ of alcohol.

adj. having affection or liking for someone, particularly someone you've known for a
long time

107. The _______ on the child's faces when they received the toy was priceless.

n. a feeling of great pleasure or happiness

108. Try to keep a _______ between work and off.

n. a condition in which everything has the same weight or force; something left
after other parts have been taken away

109. The battlefield became ____ on earth.

n. the place thought to be where bad people go and are punished after death,
often depicted as being located beneath the earth; an extraordinarily
unpleasant or difficult place

110. The regulations _________ medical malpractice claims are rigorous.

v. to legally control and direct a country, city, group of people, etc. and be
responsible for introducing new laws, organizing and maintaining public
services

ANSWERS: 105. stereotypes, 106. fond, 107. delight, 108. balance, 109. hell, 110.
governing
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